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When We Were Kids
Winifred Jeanne Louden
My dad was an old country doctor, and we lived in a funny plac~
down in southern Indiana called
"The Hollow." I don't think it really
ever had a decent name; it had been
called "The Hollow" ''since Adam,"
my clad said. There were eight of
us. :l\lother and clad liked big families. Besides there had to be somebody to dig the gardens and take
care of the stock and stay with
mother-dad was away so much of
the time.
1 used to talk funny-like country
people-but Jane (she's my wife)
and I have lived away so long that
most of it has left me-except sometimes when I get to thinkin'-Jike
now--.
Vv e used to have some dandy
t:imes when ,,.e were kids. We used
to \\·ork and play and fight like
heathens-and mother-we just took
her for granted. You had to have a
mother-to wash your clothes and
cook vour meals and f.ix bread and
sugar · and milk when you came
stormin' in starved to death. There
had to be a mother to rock the babies when you went out fishin' or
playin' ball behind the cornfield or
up in town on Saturday nights. There
had to be a mother to teach you a
prayer or you were liable to go to
hell. There had to be a mother to
bake ginger-bread and fry the chickens when there was company-to
wash the dishes, to milk the cows
and churn the butter and nurse ali
the kids through the measles, the
whooping cough and the chickenpox-and the typhoid fever that you
got from the well-water. There had
to be somebody to feed the stock
and to take care of the hogs when
they got sick. They was al'us gettin' sick-them or the jerseys. Once
when one of the jerseys had a calf,
there was nobody to help her hut

mother. All of us kids were scared
of her. 1 remember mother on her
hands and knees beside th
sick
cow; the little caif was too weak
and little to eat, but mother sat there
for three hours and squeezed hot
milk and sugar out of a rag down
its throat, but it got weaker and
·weaker, and finally mother came in
crying and said it was dead.
Barney was my youngest brother.
Barney loved gardens. Once when
he was only ten years old, dad
knew he was so crazy for a garden,
so he gave him an acre of land
dm1vn by the river for his birthday.
You' cl have thought dad had given
Barney China. He was so happy
that when dad told him at the breakfast table with all of us settin'
around watchin' to see what he'd say,
Barney just got white as a sheet,
and clad got scared and started to
get up, but mother knew-mother
always knew-she put her hand on
dad's arm, and finally Barney got
up from the table and went out the
kitchen door, and we all watched
him, and he walked down through
the grape harbor, passed the chickens.
and the barns, climbed the fence, and
we lost him as he went through the
fields, and then we saw him as he
came out again clear down by the
road to town. He looked so little
in his overalls. I saw mother wipe
her eyes.
Dad said, ''Well, by golly, if he
ain't goin' down toward the river."
And when dad went to town he
saw him settin' there just alookin'
at the land and the river. Dad said
it looked plumb sacred.
But Mary Ann-Mary Ann was
fourteen and had her hair done up
and pronounced her "i-n-g-'s"-she
said that if mother didn't do something with that boy that she cer-·
tainly was- that he was certainly
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losing his mind.
(Mary Ann wa$
always saying "certainly" like that).
But mother-mother just laughed
at Mary Ann and told her to let
Barney illone.
Anyway when spring came, Barney just lived down there on the land
He was. only ten, but he took old
eetsey and the plow down and
plowed every inch of that ground.
J t was rich lowlands on the river,
and Barney was proud as a king.
J le planned everything just like it
was a picture. Every day he worked there. If it didn't rain, he'd carry buckets full of water up from the
river and water the plants.
Old Mr. Crim that al'us used to
win the prizes at the state fair came
over one clay and told dad that he
b'lieved he was agom' to git beat
this year- that he never saw such
tomatoes as that kid had. The beanvines was seven feet tall and the
poles as sturdy as oaks, and the cabbages as big as mules' heads. His
1ittle stuff, too, was j ist about as
goll-clern good as any he ever saw
at th e fair or anyplace else-the radishes and onions and beets.
Mother said maybe
she'd can
some if Barney wanted her to, and
send to the fair, and then was when
old Mr. Crim got the idea and told
Barney that by golly he would jist
take him to the state fair himseli
and haul all his stuff besides-in di·
rect competition besides.
Barney
worked like a slave after that; dad
was afraid he'd kill himself.
l t was about three days before old
).Jr . Crim and Barney was gettin'
read y to ,~·o w hen one morning Nancy came in screamin' and said that
Barney looked like he was dyin'.
Mother said where and got scared
because Nancy was a pretty sensible kid.
"Down by the river-in the garden!" Nancy screamed.
A nd mother ran all the way with
m e after her and Nancy after me.
When we got there we saw Barney
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on his hands and knees in the garden. The long fresh spikes on the onions were withered and brown and
lying all over the ground; the lacy
tops on the carrots were shriveled
a nd brown and laYin' on top too.
The radish rows were ragged and
torn like someone had gone through
them with a knife. Barney was on
his knees and when mother saw his
face, she fell clown beside him, but
Barney couldn't speak. Finally he
got slowly up and started walking
back to the house as if he hadn'l
heard or seen us. We followed him,
and Nancy was cryin'. It was awful.
n1 never forget it.
All clay Barney hadn't said J.
word. That night when dad asked him
about it real gently and put his great
hand on his shoulder, Barney just
said, "I guess Goel got mad and pulled it up."
Rob hadn't come in to supper yet.
and it was nine o'clock. Finally h'.:'.
came, and Jed Hobbs-next farm to
ours- was with him. J eel had pulled
Barney's garden up because in
church before
Gretchen Williams
t hat lived in town and had long
curls and was all the boys' "sweetheart girl", Barney had pulled out
the thread from a patch on the seat
of J eel's pants and when he walked
the patch fell off and the bare skin
showed. And Jed had run all the
way home that way with Gretchen
looking and then laughing and covering up her eyes and then looking
again. They said the preacher went
out to see Mrs. Hobbs about it and
the Missionary society talked one
whole afternoon.-! don't think Barney ever got over that. I don't think
Jed did either-about the garden I
mean.
Uncle Tom lived in town and was
the undertaker. Us kids used to have
some swell times with the "stanhope". Anybody that's city-bred 'll
probably look blank at what a "stanhope" is. The "stanhope" was a
g reat. hig h, two-seated buggy, and
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it was Uncle Tom's funeral carriage.
It was the biggest, blackest aml
shiniest buggy I ever saw in my
life, and it was drawn by four
sleek black horses that knew how to
arch their necks and lift their knees
almost as high as their noses.
vVhenever there was a funeral
mother would let us boys wear our
checked suits, and Mary Ann and
Nancy put on fresh aprons and hair
ribbons and we all went to town and
set out along the curb in undertaker's
chairs in front of Uncle Tom's un ··
dertaking establishment clown town
on the square. Along about four
o'clock we'd hear the janglin' of the
harness about a block away, and
pretty soon Uncle Tom'cl come tearin'
around the corner, and we'd watch
him prance those four beauties clear
around the square so he could drive
up in front of the " stablishment"
(we al'us said the 'stablishment)
on the right side of the street.
Then he'd climb down and laugi1
and ki ss Mary Ann and Nancy and
shake hands with us men and holler
out, "Well kids, she' s yours 'till six
o'clock. Don't nobody drive but the
boys-and Rob, if I hear o' you racin' those mares lickety-split over that
bad stretch up there on North Main,
I'm agoin' to lock you up in the
wood-shed the next time there's a
funeral." Then he"cl give Bob the bag
of chocolate caramels and lift Mary
Ann and Nancy up on the back seat.
Rob and Barney and Ned and me'd
set upon the hub of the wheel,
then on the top rim of the wheel
itself across to the floor-board and
from there upon the front seat.
Rob'd take the reins, slap them
clown on them broad backs, and the
horses'd step about a little, pull a
little-then nervous as cats and proud
as kings on thrones, we'd swing clear
of the curb and out onto the square.
\!\"e always had to drive around the
square once, before going up Main
Street, so everybody could see us,
and so that we could see ho;v we
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looked reflected in the store windows
as we passed. Many Anne had explained that this wa s cert ~i. inly the
only way to get a real prospective on
ourselves-and to see us as others
saw us-or something like that.
Mary Ann always talked just like
a book.
Rob always slO\ved down a little
when we neared John Rhyman'.s
meat market because Rhyman's had
the only plate glass window in town
where we could get a whole view of
ourselves at once without having the
stanhope cut in two by a door or
made lopsided by two windows of
different heights. Yes, I guess old
John Rhyman had just about the
best piece of glass in town for lool~
in' into as you went past.
Always when we'd come around
in front of the 'stablishment again,
there'd be Uncle Tom a-standin' on
the curb smilin' up at us and wavin"
and a-yellin' to Rob about goin' lickcty-split over them holes. And we'd
\\"<l\"C back and shout 'till we was
cl ear out of sight around the corner.
U sually we"d stop and pick up
Gretchen Williams and Mary Tucker. the Judge's granddaughter, and
George and Dick Newlon whose pop
owned the furniture factory, and anybody else that'd help Uncle Tom's
business or were special friends of
any of us.
Sometimes we'd spend the whok
two hours in town. Other times we'd
go a little ways into the country;
Rob and Neel and I and sometimes Barney-we'd trade different
things with George and Dick to let
them drive awhile-or they'd trade
stuff with tts I mean-Ned got a
peach of a pocket knife once with
Dick's initials on it in silver by let·
tin' Dick drive only from the cheese
factory to the cemetry, and I got this
here Eversharp pencil on a drivin'
swap.
When I get to thinkin', like now.
I-well,-we used to have some dandy times when we were kids.
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A Kiss For Emily
Louise Dauner
Emily accepted Lester's party invitation casually, as she did most
things; things that weren't terribly
intimate, that is. It would be fun,
she thought. No one in the neighborhood had given a party for some
time.
This, however, was to be a superparty. Lester, for all of his spindleshanke,d fourteen years, was making
obvious (and often painful) efforts
to achieve adulthood. He was giving a party for the eighth-grade graduates, all twenty-six of them. Emily
was not graduating for another semester. But the neighborhood "gang"
was as yet intact. One would not
think of giving a party without inviting all of them, Martha and Emily
an cl Eugene and the rest, whether they
were graduating or not. They would
probably ;d ance to records-they were
all in Saturday dancing school tog-ether-and perhaps listen in on
Lester's newest crystal radio and
play silly games. Then Mrs. Vaughn
would serve ice cream and some of
her famed chocolate cake. Altogether,
thought Emily, it would be a nice
break in the routine of neighborhood
Young Society.
Emily and Martha went together.
They were kindred spirits. When
other little girls were playing prettily
;i n··l elem urely at paper dolls, or dressing up in their mothers' clothes for
"calling dternoons," they would be
flying kite s, or digging trenches,
(everyone was war-minded then), or
perhaps digging in the commons for
field mice, in a sudden excess of
zoological zeal. Folks were apt to
shake their heads over them and
murmur what a pity it was that they
weren't boys-Emily especially. Emily
had always been of this opinion privately, and forthwith diid as much as
possible to alleviate (since she could

not alter) the unfortunate fact of
her femininity.
But, although she regarded buys
as by far the most satisfactory piaymates, (girls were so stuffy), she had
only contempt for the incipient romancing that was just beginning to
make itself felt in her particular
group. Jane and Jimmy were just
plain silly ! She and Martha agreed
that it was perfectly disgusting the
way Jimmy hung around every day
after school waiting to carry Jane's
books home for her-and Jane bigger
than he was too, an!d amply able to
carry her own-and the way they
were always mooning around and
trying to steal away from the others!
Outwardly Emily was nonchalant;
hut she dressed that night with an
inward tremor of excitement. She
knew the graduates only slightly,
and in her more naive moments regarded them with some little awe.
The boys \.Vere just assuming their
first long trousers, and the girls were
slyly putting up their hair and, occasionally, appearing in real silk hose.
And everyone knew that there were
at least two engagements in the class;
Jerry Allan and Kate Parker had
been going steady for months now,
and so had Tom Jacobs and Lorena
Smith. Emily didn't like them. Silly
business, she thought-and most of
the time she ignored them. But they
would be there tonight.
As she
buckleid her low-heeled black patent
leather pumps, she decided that she'd
keep an eye on them. For all of
her romantic insouciance, she was
slightly curious as to how engaged
couples behaved.
When she and Martha arrived at
Lester's, Emily was very glad that
she hadn't come alone. For it didn't
take long to discover that this terrible pairing-off bug had most of the
class in its tojls. Two by two they
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came, and were formally ushered upstairs, the boys to Lester's room, the
girls to Mrs. Vaughn's. Emily felt
as much at home at Lester's, as a
rule, as at her own home. But tonight, things felt different. Even the
furniture looked as if it had had its
face and hands washed and its mohair combed and been patted on the
head and told to behave itself. Some
of the girls self-consciously dusted
some entirely superfluous powder
oHr their faces before going down
stairs to the living-room. Once down,
they sat demurely and a little stiffly
IJy their partners-their "dates" they
called them. Two and two. "Just
like Noah's Ark," Emily whispered,
g iggling to Martha.
Having arrived, the class proceeded
to take possession. It overflowed
into the dining room. It discovered
and appropriated every available corner and dim spot. It whispered and
snig-gered and held hands. It cast
a few disinterested and aloof glances
at Martha and Emily and Eugene
and Maurice, classified them as
obvious babies distinctly not worth
its time or attention. and henceforth
ivnored them. Emily and Martha
whispered intimate nothings too, and
waited for the party to commence.
Had they not already known it, the
arrival of Arnold Blake, Lester's particular friend, should have warned
them of unusual events. For Arnold
never bothered with ordinary "kidparties." He was · seventeen, and "terribly handsome," and a violinist, and
played around all the time for women's clubs. He was all the rage,
and in a fair way to be completely
snailed by his feminine admirers.
\Vhen Arnold and his girl came in,
he with his dark curly hair rioting
all ayer his head, his clean-cut profile always just enough turned for
someone to profit thereby, Emily
caug ht a distinct, subdued- feminine
rustle. There were whispers of "Isn't
he darling," appraising glances cast
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at his companion; and the attention
of even those dependables, Kate and
Lorena, was diverted for the moment.
But Emily was beginning t9 fidget.
V.i eren't they ever going to begin
having the party? She .didn't even
realize that it had actually begun
when, at last, Lester came into the
room with a large metal plate. At
that, the girls bridled and blushed,
and the boys clapped, and thin
liYened up.
It seemed that someone twirled the
plate and if you di1dn't catch it before it stopped spinning, you must
give a forfeit. Round and round the
circle it went. Emily was nervous.
Never having played it before, and
being· suddenly overwhelmed with
shyness, she bungled badly when her
turn came, and handed over her best
lawn handkerchief which she was
carrying for the first time, as forfeit. "Butterfingers I" she scolded
herself and scowled in disgust. This
was a silly game! A moment later
Martha confirmed her verdict. She'd
missed, too. And although they
grinned in sympathy at each other,
suddenly each knew that the other
wasn't enjoying the evening at all.
Finally everyone had given forfeits. They appointed Arnold to set
the price for redemptions. Unconsciously. Emily was squeezing her
hands till her small knuckles showed
white. How she hoped that she
wouldn't have to do anything too
silly in front of all these supercilious
young people!
Lester was holding Lorena's opal
ring over Arnold's head an:d reciting
the age-old formula, "Heavy, heavy
hangs over thy head. What shall the
owner do to redeem it?" Arnold's
gaze traveled about the circle. He
noticed Lorena's face, laughing, but
a little strained, for all that. He
laughed wickedly. "She shall . . .
she shall kiss Tom Jacobs seventeen
times."
The girls shrieked and the boys
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roared for sheer joy.
Tom and
Lorena came to the center of the
circle.
Tom put his arms about
Lorena and slowly, intensely, lingeringly, kissed her. Seventeen times.
The class chanted in unison, "One!
Two!" . . . Emily shuddered. For
some reason, it reminded her of the
scene in the "Tale of Two Cities,"
where the women sat in the marketplace and knitted and counteid as the
heads dropped into the guillotine
basket. She didn't think she could
bear it if Arnold made her kiss anyone. She'd rather lose the hanidkerchief, much, much rather!
So this was what it meant to be
"grown up"! Well, she'd not do it.
She'd think of some excuse to leave
the room. Oh, if someone would
only telephone her to come home!
This was a terrible party. She glanced
at Martha. Martha was looking glumly apprehensive, too.
Slowly the pile of forfeits dwindled.
Still Lester had not picked up her
handkerchief.
She began to hope
that they would weary of the game
before the end-and at once knew it
for an impossible hope. There wasn't
a chance. They were enjoying it all
hugely- even, she began to suspect,
the ones who had to pay.
And then her heart thumped painfully. The lawn handkerchief hung
above Arnold's heaid.
"Heavyheavy
She tried to smile casually, but her hands were twisting.
Oh God, please let him not say it!
Or not so many, anyhow . . . Arnold
was looking at her. He wasn't grinning now. For a few seconds the
room was very still Then it came.
'"She shall kiss John Lewis-seven
times.'"
For the moment she sat still, unable to move. And then almost before John had risen from his chair.
she darted across the room. Before
they realized it, she pecked seven
times on his right cheek. Perhaps
he dreaded it, too. For she remember ed later that he was a shy boy, and
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that his face had turned terribly red.
She grabbed her handkerchiefbought back so dearly-and raced
back to her chair. It was all over
before anyone realized. But she
couldn't laugh and wink at Martha
and pretend that it didn't matter. It
did. It brought the embarrassed tears
to her eyes. She couldn't let them
see that, either. She stood there,
gazing an eternity at the mantel.
Finally she said, "What time is it?"
and preteO:ded to look at the mantleclock, and craned her neck as though
to see. But Mrs. Vaughn, ·who stood
nearby, answered, "A quarter to
eleven," and after that she had to sit
clown. She made a furtive dab at
her eyes before she turned around,
anid knew vaguely, that Martha had
squeezed her hand in sympathy.
After that, she didn't much care
" ·hat happened. Nothing could be
worse no\v. She had kissed a boy.
She had kissed a boy . . . they
played other things, finally, but it
didn't matter.
Somehow the evening dragged
along. It was eleven-thirty of a Saturday night. Even young sophisticates must go home then. She
dragged herself wearily upstairs, got
her wraps, murmured the prescribed
formula to Mrs. Vaughn and Lester
at the front door, and stumbled down
the street, home.
"\V ell, Emily,., said her mother
cheerily as she opened the door, "did
you have a good time" ?
"Yes,.. and Emily's glum face con•
tradicted it, flatly. Silently, she went
upstairs, unidressed, drew her bath.
It was the worst party she'd ever
attended, she thought .. .She climbed
into the tub and began wearily to
rub soap on the s ponge. She didn't
look up when her mother entered.
"What's the matter"? she a sked, sympathetically. Emily was often uncom municative. but never to such a <legrec.
Again, the tears sprang to her eyes.
•·f--" and then it came out. "I had to
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kiss a boy". The big fat tears rolle'd
down her face and splashed into the
tub.
But after that, she felt better. Mother was a dear. She didn't say much.
And if the corner of her mouth
twitched the tiniest bit, Emily didn't
see.
It was nice to be in bed, warm anid
relaxed after her bath. Mother kissed
her goodnight and tucked the covers
around her. Somehow, since she had
t old about it, and now that she was
home in bed, it all seemed very far
away . . Drowsily, she thought of it
. . . of course it was silly .. Mother
ha,cl told her never to do things like
that . . . but maybe you had to
once in a while to achieve that mysterious state they called being "grown
up." After all she wasn't a baby any
more. She'd be graduating next
semester. And then, with the warmth
and the coziness, it came over
her that his cheek had really been
very soft . . .

A Leaf

In The Stream
Betty Davenport
So often I think of Cousin Katherine. Sometimes a chance remark,
occasionally a printed word, almost
always the note of a violin will bring
her. Even now on the creek bank,
watching sycamore leaves swirl
through the rapids, hesitate, and
then float slowly on, I am thinking
of her.
Katherine's story, as my mother
has told it to me, is quite short-and
very simple.
She was tall, darkhaircd, endowed with wit and charm.
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An accomplished violinist, she spent
some time studying in Germany, and
was able to give a great deal of
pleasure to people, both here and
over there who heard her play. Uncle
George, her father, bought for her a
fine old violin, and its rich tone gave
added depth and beauty to her music.
I can see her now, as mother has
many times described her, standing,
violin in hand, on the concert stage.
She is wearing cream-colored lace,
and is surrounded by masses of pink
roses. This, indeed, is the picture of
her that I can imagine most clearly,
and that I like the best.
When Katherine was twenty-one
she married a man who was also
young, intelligent, full of fun. His
character endeared him to her family
and frien,ds, and their marriage
seemed a near approach to perfection.
They lived very happily together,
until Katherine became suddenly ill.
She remained at the hospital for a
while in a critical condition, but, improving rapidly, was promised that
she might return home in time to
celebrate their first wedding anniversary.
Plans were made for a
large dinner party, an)d though of
course Katherine could take no part
in preparing it, it was to be given
in her own home, and she would be
present. Shortly before that time,
her illness took a quick and unexpected turn for the worse-and then she
died.
From the same place from which.
exactly a year before, she had been
married, she was buried-her violin
sealed away with her. Her husban;d,
who is only a few years over forty
today, has never married again.
SAD SONG
Far and wide
Over a lonely lake
The gray clouds glide;
Memories that make
Tears fall from the present time
Into the past.
-Jane Beuret
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Introspection
Mary Catherine Funkhouser
I reach my junior year in college
in a rather feeble condition-having
barely recovered from a dreadful
mental malady that opened up a
whole new world of horrors to me.
It was just when I began to feel
myself well on the way through the
various college complexities that the
blow came-in the form of a vague,
snooping,
underhanded
something
called psychology. Across my blissful! adolescent horizon, it reared its
ugly head, shattering with a grimace
all that I had ever thought or hoped
I was. The monster began to analyze
everything I did. My actions were
questioned: my character criticized;
my emotions fairly mutilated. The
time came when, before I could enjoy a good meal, I'd have to hide my
psychology book. Even then I felt
1;·uilty, for I knew that it knew that
I was hiding it, and surely that verv
act must have been (see Vol. II,
pag-e 46, third paragraph) some horrible and significant reaction to some
equally horrible and significant stimulus. Inside of a month I began to
feel that I was nothing but a bunch
of as~; ociated atoms, breezing around
to get myself stimulated, and then
vutting the psychologists in a panic
by some silly, unheard-of reaction.
This sort of thing gets a fellow's
pride.
l soon bcgaa to wonder if tl1ing:-;
bad always been thus-if I had always heen the same sort of pifflinr;·
environmental parasite that I seeminRly wa~. Surely there ·was a time.
thought I, when I led a normal, illnocent life. There was a time when
I was not having every breath, every
twitch of my little finger checked up
on by this wolf in sheep's clothingpsychology.
"Time was when the little toy dog
was new
And the soldier was passing fair."

"But that was before the psychologists knew that important reactions
were there," I would dismally conclude. \Vhich goes to show that my
literary appreciation also was suffering-. At these times I would console myself by recalling the blis >
of my chiiclhood days, when I lived
in a huge red brick house, had a
white pet rabbit and a dresser drawer
full of doll clothes, could make a
good mud pie, and played with a boy
next door, who wore reel stockings
and threw rocks at me. But these
soothing recollections soon fled. A
sudden supposition came, as Keats
would have said, like a knell. Could
it be, said I, that even these innocent memories contain factors of deep
psychological significance?
Could the memory of the red socks
mean that I was going to grow up
and marry a fireman? Since the mud
pies were a very definite part of
my reactional biography, were they
by some complex interaction to possibly become a blot on the family
escutcheon? I pondered. The rabbit, too, was it possibly to have any
inf! uence on my future? I was never
able to answer this last question,
however, for there drifted before my
eyes the rows and rows of dull looking bunnies that filled my psychology
text and my brain began to whirl in
recalling the pages of statistics that
went with them-that if mamma
bunny was a blond and papa was a
hrunette, just what per cent of the
Ii ttlc cotton-tails would have pink
eyes-or something like that. After
haYing spent an hour trying to remember whether or not my little
hunny had had pink eyes, I awoke to
the realization that the whole thing
was a nasty mess and had gone too
far, and that the more you thought
about it, the more mixed up you got.
So I didn't think about it.
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POETRY CLUB
Ten people in a room
The hostess's room, pale ecru grace
A back-ground to green comfort,
And at the windows ecru lace,
Two long divans, upright but soft;
Two lamps of ecru marble,
Their light is soft and cold,
More bright
Is light
From flaming words she speaks.
Two people much in love
No words do speak, but only looks.
Beyond the windows
Black crows flying through the blue
dusk, south.
A chipmunk playing in the yard.
"Do you like these poems of Miss C?"
"No---Do you like simplicity?
I'm simply wild about it,
1n everything, both art and life."
"These poems of Miss C.
Are very simple"-(This not heard)
"We've rented a studio downtown.
You must come in and see it."
The hostess reads,
A young man says,
"I like the spirit of that piece."
"'You mean, 'Let morals go?'"
"Oh no
The summer wind that's sighing
through it."
-Jane Beuret
MEMORY
Memory is a ghostly
child of manhere when denied;
there when desired.
The faint perfume
of other hours
lingers like a halo
glorifying timea wraithlike mist
gleaming palely in
the shadows of
yesterday
enhancing sunshine of
today.
-Marion Ballmger

13
CITY STREETS

Walk111g the city street
deep in twillgh t
wet L'ld shiny pavements
reflected the yellow glow
of street lamps.
Smok.-:: drifted between
the roofs.
Choking smoggy twilight
hanging as a weighted
palL
In th1.; .-ifted clouds I saw
the now and slender
cresci:mt moon.
Tranquil
She sailed below a
peaked shingled roofand left the smoky
haze of street lamps
reflected on wet pavements
and meruone and walking
the city street in
'.wilight.
-Marion Ballinger.

NOSTALGIA
Sigh, oh wind, sigh for me,
In the boughs of the old elm-tree.
Here am I, on the earth,
Lacking freedom, lacking mirth,
While you blow through the merry
leaves,
And carry the swallows from under the
caves
Into the blue and cloud-flung sky;
While you blow on the rollicking waves,
Sending the sun-jewelled water high
Into the periwinkled caves;
Making the sea, and the land-air mingle,
Blow back from the coast, my nostrils
tingle-sigh, oh wind, sigh for me,
In the boughs of the old elm-tree.
--Jane

Beur·:!~
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Triumph of the Amazon
- Jane Beuret
The summer that Steve Knight she would have made the scales reg\\'ent to work for Jed Tilton, Minnie ister about three hundred pounds,
Tilton gained complete domination while Jed
was
a
little
man
over her husband, Jed. Steve, though who weighed not an ounce over
just out of high school, was a goqd a hundred and twenty-five pounds.
worker. Jed had hired him for a dol- They were an odd sight together:
lor a day. He had twelve acres of Minnie, in her dirty blue calico
cabbage for Steve to take care of. tclress, which would have made two
This was really putting Steve's posi- whole suits for Jed ; and Jed, a
tion in the world up a notch, for there half a head shorter than his wife,
was no one else in the surrounding in his diminutive overalls.
country quite as fond of his farm
Besides half starving Jed, Minas Jed. He would no more have let nie kept him in such continuous
an ordinary "hanfd" work on it than nervous
tremor
that the
flesh
a mother with one child would let couldn't stay on his bones. She bean ordinary nurse take care of the gan it in the morning, when Jed
child. Jed's farm meant everything was still sleeping peacefully (for
to him that a pretty wife, a nice fam- he managed to keep her out of
ily, and a successful business mean his dreams) with, "You over there,
to many men. For Jed didn't have get up. I declare, if I was as lazy
these other things, as Steve soon as you we wouLdn't have no roof
found out.
over our heads. The milkin' has to
Steve got along very well with Jed, be did this morning." And Jed got
for Jed left the boy to himself, well up. Then when he brought in the
aware that he knew how to grow cab- milk it was, "Go feed them hogs. You
bage. Then Jed liked the boy.
won't get no meat offa them if you
Mis' Tilton was of a different don't." And Jed fed the hogs. There
mind, .)lowever. She strenuously op- was no need to push Jed so. He was
posed Steve's coming, had almost for- much the more inidustrious of the
bidden it, but at the time she still two. But Minnie evidently knew this,
had a little respect left for her hus- so in self-defense she found fault
band's wishes an;d opinions. And she with Jed. When Minnie and Jed
did realize that Jed couldn't take were married, she had respected him;
care of the new land he had bought. he was so small and thin, she thought
Minnie wanted this land to pay as he must have a superior intelligence.
much as Jed dild; it would mean But when the gloss wore off their
more money in the stocking. Minnie marriage, she found him just a bit
liked money. But she didn't like dull. Since then she haid grown inthe idea of having another person creasingly
authoritative.: But J e<l
live with them ; it was enough, she had a certain wiry strength of charsaid, to have one sausage mill to acter, so that until the summer Steve
feed, of course referring to Jed. worked for Jed she never qujte
This was unfair, because, when she mastered him. Besides, she had some
put the ever-present dish of po- sentimental illusions about the sutatoes on the table, Jed anld Steve premacy of the male.
were each allotted two, while she
Steve was thoroughly disgusted
took the other five.
She looked with Minnie and coulidn't see why
it, too. Had she
cared
enough Jed wasn't. She was messy and dirty;
about her appearance to be weighed, she never swept the house; the back
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porch was littered with furniture and
boxes which had been standing on
it for years. The cooking was no better. Minnie put a quantity of grease
in the skillet and then put the food in.
It was always burned or undone. But
Steve stoQcl it all summer until Minnie turned him out, and mastered
Jed.
This was the result of Jed's drinking. Not that Minnie objected to liquor; she only objected to Jed's having pleasure. In the fourth year of
their marriage, J eel had dedded that
a little drop now and then would not
hurt him; would, on the contrary,
fortify him against Minnie's attacks.
While prohibition was in effect this
did no harm ; he had to buy it from
a bootlegger and he seldom ha:d enough money for this. Even when
he cut his own hair and pilfered his
wife's pocketbook, he could never buy
more than a half-pint at a time. And
he was afraid to get too drunk for
fear he would wreck the truck. That
would have made Minnie furious. She
threatened to beat J eel anid send him
to bed without his supper if he ever
came home drunk. Jed didn't think
there would be much left of him if
l\Iinnie beat him. So, though he considered it the contrary, it was an
unhappy clay for him when prohibition was repealed. After that he could .
buy drinks at a dozen little shops in
town. This he did when Steve was
there to drive him home, but still
Jed di:dn't have money for too many.
So it wasn't until one day in August
that Jed was really drunk.
That clay J eel had sold some hogs
in town for more than Minnie expected, an cl J eel thought he could take this
extra money without Minnie's ever
finding out about it.
So Jed and
Steve stopped for lunch and Jed had
two beers. Then they stopped at the
grocery and J eel hald some straight
whiskey. He insisted on driving around the town, though Minnie had
told them to be home at one o'clock.
Jed didn't think of this; he was hav-
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ing too good a time. They stopped
at Halgren's farm for some cider that
was already hard. And the11, in spite
of Steve's conscientious protests, he
insisted on having just another little
sip.
On the way home he began to wonder if it wouldn't have been better
to have started home earlier. If Minnie didn't get the truck when she
wanted it, she was usually very angry. She'id been acting worse than
usual this summer, too. She did not
want Steve around. Jed was in an
unhappy mood when they arrived
home. Steve's efforts to sober him
were useless. Jed looked at his
watch as they drove in the gates,
and groaned. They were two hours
late. Minnie stood in the doorway
to the kitchen. J e[d, benumbed as
were his senses, saw something menacing in her attitude. She was standing with her hands on her hips, her
shiny cheeks puffed out, and her
whole face red with anger.
"Jed Tilton," and there was the
sound of the day of doom in her
voice, "come here."
J eel looked up at Steve piteously,
but :did not hesitate to obey.
"You there in the car, pack your
things and get out." She had tjlken
the authority of firing Jed's help.
But this wasn't all of her triumph.
She took J eel by the ear and 'led him
into the wood-shed. Steve ran upstairs, and while he was packing,
heard a series of loud whackings
and howls, and then there was silence.
\Vhen Steve went !downstairs to
leave, Minnie was bending over the
stove frying greasy porkchops; evi dently she thought that the beating
had been sufficient punishment for
Jed and that he needn't be sent to
bed supperless. It had been as sobering as chagrinning to Jed.
He
looked at Steve sheepishly. He
walked carefully over to Steve, as if
he were afraid of falling apart, and
shook han,ds feebly with Steve.
"Sorry to see you go," he managed
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to say, and then looked furtively at
Minnie, as if in fear that this would
of~end her. But the good dame only
sniffed. She was tired from the exertion. As Steve reached the gate,
the two were still standing there
Minnie with her back to the room'
frying the chops, and Jed looking
sorrowfully after Steve, as if with
Steve his last bit of independence
departed.

The Usual
Procedure
Harriette Perkim,
One warm summer day a stately
carriage came to a standstill in
quiet little lane that jutted off from
the highway about three miles from
the village of Campden. The driver
jumped down from his seat, and
opened the door, an;d a gentleman
dismounted slowly-a tall, stooped
man, with a broad-brimmed hat set
rather jauntily upon his head. This
he immediately took off and slung
back into the carriage. He ran his
hands through his hair, smoothing it;
then brushed the sleeves of his white
coat briefly, picked up a gold-headed
cane from the floor of the carriage,
and set forth up the lane. His hair
was gray, but his face was young,
and his walk was vigorous; he was
:10 t an old man, and did not neeJ
a cane-he cut the weeds that leaned
out across the lane, or made circlt:s
with it in the air, as he walked. The
driver stood leaning against the carriage, flicking the dust with his whip,
and looking after the departing figure. Then he sighed deeply, climbed
back upon his seat, and slouched
clown into a comfortable, mid-summer
attitude, and closed his eyes. Soon
his head dropped to one side, and he
slept. This was all a part of the
usual procedure.

a
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So was the way in which the gentleman took long strides up the lane,
and d~wn the broad highway to a
g-reat iron gate on either side of
whi~h stretched thick double hedges
of lilac and dwarf spruce, and behind
which rose tall trees. At this gate
he paused and looked through the
grating with wistful eyes.
Finally he unlocked the gates,
pushed them open, and walked
through. The house he approached
as he walked up the broad ,driveway
was of stone, substantial and well
built. It had wide porches at the
front and side; and tall windows and
rioors. However, the windows and
,doors were boarded up, and vines
had grown over them in places.
The tall gentleman walked around
the house several times, stopping
every now and then to lean on his
cane, and stare into space with a
thoughtful, faraway look in his eyes.
At last he strolled into small grape
arbor that extended along the side
lawn and ended in a little gate in the
front hedge. The grapes were ripening- on the vines; red and blue and
'vhite, they hung in heavy clusters.
Soon they could be taken and pressed
into wine. What beautiful wine 1 1t
would have this warm sunshtne tn
it, and the cool leaf-green of this
quiet arbor. Wine to be sipped on
cold winter evenings to bring the
summer gladness back into the heart
again. He stood now regardnig the
fruit solemnly, looking as though his
eyes could drink their wine---.
As he stood thus, he heard the
sound of horses coming at a rapid
trot along the highway. He hurried
to the end of the arbor and peeked
out through the vines to watch the
approaching carriage; a very fine
carriage it was, gayly trimmed, but
not gaudy; and the black horses
pranced along as though they were
proud to be the bearers of it. The
driver was lian.dsomely dressed in a
red jacket and cap; and he, too,
seemed proud of his position, for he
sat up very straight, and held the
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reins with supreme dignity. But the
horses didn't need to be guided-they
had made the journey often. They
knew the procedure. The lady to
whom the black horses, and the
proud driver, and the handsome carriage belonge;d, sat in back holding a
white silk parasol over her head: the
fringe around its edge bobbed and
twirled about with the swift movement of the carriage. Nearer the
horses carried it; swiftly they came.
And the gentleman peering forth from
the arbor could now see the lady
quite plainly; for it was at her that
he was gazing-and not at the black
horses or the proud driver or the
handsome carriage. He watched, and
his face became grim, and his mouth
formed a thin line; then he smiled
softly; and then again resumed his
sternness. As he watched, he clutched
a grape leaf, gripped it tightly, twisted it off its stem, and then closed
hi s hand upon it, crushing it, breaking it w it h his fmg ers- lecting it fall
bit by bit to the ground.
She was not an old lady, and yet
she wasn't young either. Her dark
hair was done up in rather a matronly style, and yet a few curls stole out
from under the little lace cap, and
hinted at coquetry. And her dark
blue dress with its wide spread skirt,
was quiet in color, and simple in
style, to be sure, but there was a
row of pert white ruffles about her
throat; and two exquisitely embroidered slippers were crossed quite boldly and in plain view upon a velvet
cushion on the carriage floor.
As they came to the beginning of
the hedge, the horses slowed down
- without the driver pulling on the
reins in the least-into a slow walk,
lifting each heavy hoof deliberately,
and setting it down again with slow
percision. By the big gate they came
almost to a standstill and the huge
black creature nearest it, caught at
the leaves of the trees that leaned
there, and the other one shook his
glossy mane, and eyed the shrubbery
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aloofly. The driver sat as erectly as
ever, his eyes fixed upon the road ahead : an expression of boredom revealing itself under the stoical mask
which was a part of his uniform.
The body sat as grandly as ever under her silk parasol-only her head inclined a bit to one side, and she looked at the open gate wistfully. Her
pretty little mouth trembled a bit,
and tears filled her dark eyes. The
next instant a frown darkened her
face; her eyes became cold. And in
that very instant the horses, without
bidding, set off again down the road.
The lady gave a little cry. The parasol dropped from her hand upside
down upon the carriage seat at her
side, and twirled about. She leaned
fo rward, stretched out her silk-gloved
hand toward the driver, but could
not quite reach that tall red shoulder;
and she made no further effort. Her
hand dropped back into her lap; she
leaned back in the carriage. The
horses trotted faster and faster now,
and the g en tleman watched the carriage disappear; at last saw it only
dim ly outlined behind the rolling
dust. H e stood quite still, staring
befo re him with a thoughtful, faraway look in his eyes. Then, suddenly, he drew himself up, turned
and walked slowly to the gate again,
closed it with a resolute bang, and
made his way without hesitation back
along the highway and down the little lane. The driver was asleep, so
he didn't see him approach. The
g entleman shook the carriage and
shouted at him.
"Oh, y es-yes-yes-''. mumbled
t he driver, coming to, rubbing his
heavy eyes with one hand, and picking up the reins with the other.
"--uh--<lid you say something,
sir?" he asked in his most dignified
manner and voice, being fully awake
now.
The gentleman threw himself into
the back seat, put on his broad
brimmed hat again, and pulled it far
down over his forehead, muttering
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something to the effect that
ctr
had been correct in his estimate of
us mortals; and then, perceiving the
driver staring back inquiringly at
him, he shouted:
"I said-drive me home!"
It was all a part of the usual procedure.
·

The Bored
Young Man
Arleen Wilson
The bored young man lit another
cigarette and lazily watched a woman
stagger down the aisle of the jerking
street car. She fell into the seat before him, the last vacant seat in the
car. After the next stop, the women
would begin to look at him, some
wistfully, others confidently. For
there were only two types of women,
the bored Young man had decided.
And both wanted men to offer their
seats.
The bored young man never offered his.
He would see women at the .movies
this afternoon, probably as many as
were on the street car. Still, to see
them would be better than to endure Jeanne; that was why he had
not stayed at school this afternoon.
Jeanne smoked cigarettes by the
package, painte;d her lips and fingernails a very bright red, and looked at
him obliquely through her long eyelashes, all because she fancied he
liked daring women. He had liked
them once, he remembered; he had
once thought himself in love with
Jeanne. He smiled slightly as he
remembered how intensely he had
believed in love. The bored young
man often smiled; he never laughed.

Ire supposed he ought to get rid
of Jeanne somehow, but the process
would be tedious. If he tried simply
to drop her, she would continue to
follo\v him around at school and call
him up at home. And if he told her
plainly that she no longer intereste,d
him, she would make a scene. He
would tell her, however. It would be
very boring at the time, but less
troublesome altogether. He would
tell her-tomorrow.
A little boy across the aisle was
perched on the edge of his chair,
eagerly reading the comic strips
over an old man's shoulder. Kids
were funny. They got so enthusiastic about such trivial things-dogs
and circuses and funny papers.
College profs were about the same.
They became enthusiastic about
Keats, Shakespeare, or the pronunciation of French. They were always
talking about "the proper relations of
things" and "fundamental truths."
The bored young man had once assumed that these expressions meant
something, though he had never listened to the professors long enough
to discover just what. He knew now
that they really meant nothing.
College professors were supposed
to be intelligent, but he found them
stupid. They were so easily outwitted. He had made a "C" once in
a course for which he had not spent
an hour's stt~dy, by copying from a
crib prepared by the girl who sat next
to him. He was rather proud of this;
it was a record.
The car stopped to pick up pas>engers, and as the bored young man
had expected, a woman staggered
clo\\·n the aisle and looked at him. She
was young, and definitely of the wistful type. She looke:d familiar; she
must he in one of his classes. Now
she stood just before him, and was
undecided as to whether he recognized her. She knew his name, he
was certain. She was the kind who
would carefully read the gossip column of the school paper, always hop-
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ing to see her name there, and noting those whose names she found.
And she woulld stand there, wonderinowhether she should have spoken
b
to him, all the way downtown.
" ... I've just outgrown you, that's
all," he would tell Jeanne. "No, there
isn't any explanation except I'm just
tired of the whole affair. No, there's
nothing you can do about it. I'm not
accusing you of anything, so you
needn't try to defend yourself. All
the talking in the world can't change
things. I'm through-that's all!"
And, smiling slightly to show that
he did not care, he woulid watch her
begin to cry.

CYNTHIA

You wouldn't believe that the clouds
could hang so low and dark
As they hung that day
You wouldn't believe that the rain
could fall so long and heavy
As it fell that day.
And all that long afternoon Cynthia sat
before the window
And looked out of those sad brown eyes
of hers.
When she was a little girl
Her mother dressed her in silks
And pink bows and fluffy laces
And delicate organdies,
And she was "like her mother."
When she was six
Her father gave her a bike
And skates and a swing
And took her to the lake
And she was "like her father."

PARODIES
I

(With apologies to John Masefield)
I must go to the Pole again, to the Pole
and its circle of cars,
And all I ask is a big coke, and a couple
of pretzel bars;
With the motor's hum, and the horn's
honk, and the waitresses a-running
With an ed here, and a co-ed there, all
of them a-bumming.
I must go to the pole again, for the call
of an idler's way
Is a drawing call and a devil's call, that
I may not gainsay;
And all I ask is the role that day the
prof. will not be taking,
And on the day exams come, I may do
successful faking.
I must go to the Pole again, to the laz:·
easy life,
To the gay way that's the fool's way,
where there's rarely any strife;
And all I ask is an Audrey joke, and a
giggling fellow Joe-r,
And I should worry if nothing's done,
when the long day's over!
-Gene Smith

Rockabye baby
When the crowd
will rock.
When the game's
fall,
Down will come
all.

II
on the stand's top
roars, the bleachers

over, goal posts will
baby, classmates and
-Grace Ferguson

And then she was eleven.
All afternoon, looking out of that dark
window
And then she was Cynthia.
-Grace Ferguson.
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Recollection
Charles Aufderheide
I \Vas only seven at the time, and
the event was inauspicious. Yet memory is fickle and I remember everything that happened or wa.s seen. The
huge old house where we visited was
dust grey outside, nearly black inside, cool on t hat hot summer day.
This was my great-grandmother's
house. Strangely enough, I can't remember her, but I recall the somber
meal she served in the vast diningroom with high ceilings and transomed doors. There was an outside
door (all wood, that kept the sunlight out) opening into a small, dry
yard. Here was a well; and, as I
peered into the rippling blackness,
I saw a huge cake of ice floating silver-like in the dark. Putting ice into the cold well-water seemed very
strange.
The front door of the house opened directly onto the sidewalk. (This
door was all wood, too). I remember
that from the steps a brown court
·.- hbuse could be seen, and on the opposite side of the square a small
store, dark on the inside (like my
g reat-grandmother's house) where
I got some little red pieces of candy,
stale but tasty. I can still see the
two bony fingers of the storekeeper
as they reached deep into the jar
trying to get the candy. I sh iYered
as he thrust them at me and g rabbed
my pennies.
Vividly, I recall our trip (s ister's.
cousin's, brother's, and mine) to the
g raveyard. We walked half-way
:i.cross the square and raced the othc1
half to the court house. There w e
sat cl own on the \vooden steps to
rest from the race. How funny I
t houg ht everything was! The blue
sky , the trees, leans limp, thirsty,
as was th e brown dust that got into
our shoes. "How different from
h0me !'' I thought. "Funny", I said
to myself as sister took off her shoe

and poured the sand from it into a
little pile on the steps, Letting it
trickle through her fingers as it cascaded down. Then wry went on, past
the caretaker's deserted house into
the graveyard. There we jumped
over fallen monuments, careful lest
we tread on some long-forgotten
grave. How we stared when we
came upon the carved figure of an
angel! It Jay on its side, one wing
!Jroken and its white tunic covered
with a creeping vine.
And what a start I got when I
saw the cliff, a wrinkled, four-hundred foot drop into what seemed a
patchwork quilt of plowed and unplowed fields, fields of green clover,
fields grey with weeds common to
the district. Awe-inspirin~ was the
Ohio, twisting in the distance. I remember we were all silent as we
looked. Sister was bold.
She walked right to the edge, holding- on to a tree branch. How I admired her! She wasn't even afraid
when cousin told the awful story
about the grave robbers who had
been caug-ht at their ghastly business and had fled over this very
cliff to their deaths. She just laughed at cousin and pulled at his hair.
She was laug-hing all the way back
to g-reat-grandmother's house. She
laughed when she beat cousin in
a race down the hill, and she smiled
and ran on down the road when he
started to carve her initials in the
soft. grey rock that banked the sides.
\ Vhcn we got back to the house
th e s un wa s nearly gone. Inside,
everything was black and still. There
was a sinde coal-oil lamu flickering
and s moking- on the dining room
table. Suddenly, I wanted to go
hom e, and I began to cry. Sister
laughed at me and made me sit up
on :i. hard, straight-backed chair to
wait for the older people to return.
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The lamp's flickering moved the
shadows on the high ceiling. Wearily,
I watched and waited. Strangely
different serpents, long and white,
slid across the ceiling, and I found
myself contrasting them to the cream
flowers in the ceiling wall-paper at
home.
Flowers were much nicer,
much more entertaining. Somehow,
as my thoughts turned to home,
there in the strange half-gloom, I
didn't mind waiting.

Filling In
The Distant
Background
Betty Richart
My background, I think,
1s a
strange one for a would-be_ poet.
There is hardly a trace in it of the
blithe irresponsibility of artists. Instead it is stern with engineers and
judges and lawyers, all of whom probably turn wearily in their graves at
each new evidence of my lack of
discretion. My forefathers, so their
loyal descendants tell me, were honorable men.
My maternal grandparents were
an oddly matched pair, both native
H oosiers. My g randmother was locally famous for her cream pies,
her fearlessness, and her ability to
run her husband"s business. My
g randfather needed her. He was indolent, generous, and easily prevailed upon. His once thriving business
ceased to be a "paying proposition"
w hen his wife died, and he and it
w ithered together till now they arc
all a rather vague memory ..
Grandmother's mother and father
w ere sturdy farmers, as close to their
land as to their family . They were
able t o look out over th eir good
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green Indiana acres with calm minds
securely rooted in the community
and respected by their brethern.
Surely they must have sung hymns
loudly and tunelessly among their
neighbors every Sunday in church!
Grandfather's parents were of a
different sort. His father was a
school teacher and his mother a
member of a distinguished family of
lawyers. Both had an inflexible code
of morals. Their pictures show pro·
files as harsh as the Great Stone
Face. TheY were vigorously opposed
to card playing , dancing and anything beautiful or gay.
Remotely, my maternal ancestors
w ere Scotch and English. Perhaps
it was they who endowed my sister
w ith her incredible Titian blondeness, and me with my love of windswept bare places.
My paternal grandfather was a
Pennsylvanian. He died so young
that I never knew him, but I have
loved his pictures from my childhood
-his leonine head and benign expression and strong jaw. My grandmother is now my only living grandparent. She "stands as a tree the
birds have left, unutterably bereft."
Her husband is dead, and her favorite son, who was my father. She
is <lead herself to the joy of living.
All my paternal ancestors were
from Pennsylvania, save those in
the dim background. My great-great
grandparents were Hollanders, and
many of our attitudes and aspects
the family has retained something
of their earnestntss and stolidity. In
many of our attitudes and aspects
w e are Dutch.
In recalling my complex ancestry,
I am reminded of a contemporary
poem.
"With him for a sire,
and her for a dam ,
What should I be
but just what I am?"
\ Vhat, indeed should I be but a weird
mixture of good , bad, and indifferent ?
\Vhat but a saint and a sinner ?
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My First
Recollection
Betty Lou Leach
My first recollection is indelibly
photographed on my brain. In this
picture, my earliest memory, I see
myself seated in a low sewing chair,
my feet thrust straight before me. I
am nearly three years of age but
rather small. In my arms I am
holding my baby brother, who is
only a few months old. I am industriously rocking back and forth,
and singing in a thin, childish voice.
I am very proud that I have been
allowed to rock the new baby to
sleep, and occasionally I glance down
at his face to see whether my singing has had the desired effect. From
behind me comes the sound of an
electric sweeper as mother sweeps
the bedroom floor. I call very softly, and she comes and takes the baby
from my arms. He is sound asleep.

Forces That
Have Shaped Me
Clemmie Poole
My earliest remembrances are centered around the joys that come from
being a member of a family of six
children and the sacrifices that result
from such a condition. The only sacrifice that I \\'aS capable of making at
the time was that of attending school
,·cry seldom. Choosing this alternative rather than working has brought
upon me many woes.
We went to school only so long
as strawberries or cotton or blackeyed peas were not in season. They
seemed in season most of the time
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to me, I suppose, because we had to
earn our living by them. On mornings of these duties the family looked
like stairsteps, I being fourth among
the children, trudging down the dusty
dirt road. My mother carried the tin
pail containing the biscuits and sandwiches which tasted like the best
of food at noon.
The things I liked best about strawberry picking were eating :he berries
themselves, if they weren t covered
with white insect powder, and watchinO' men crack off the heads of
sn~kes. They did this by rapidly
twirlinrr snakes around by their tails
and gi~inO' a quick jerk. With the
end of th; day came the climax. The
empty pail was filled with the fruit
and we strayed wearily home to
shortcake or sugared berries.
I don't know which I hated worse,
cotton picking or the pea business.
Dragging a sack behind you and adding an ounce in an hour seemed
cruelty to me. One day my brother
and I showed our rebellion by bursting over fifty of the owner's melons.
Of course we were such well-thought
of children that we escaped the
blame.
Picking peas was not so bad but
shelling them! The dried peas which
we had received as pay, ·were spread
out on sheets and reached almost
to the ceiling, which wasn't so low.
There we sat around them and shelled
our fingers sore. :\1other locked the
door and guarded it so that escape
was impossible. She let us loose for
lunch but excuses at any other time
were o-iven singly. I have grown to
hate tl1e customary New Year's dinn cr among some families: peas and
hon· head for good luck. I ate them
f01~ months at breakfast, dinner and
supper.
During this time I long:d for
cation.
I remember plamly gomg
to school after strict forbiddance
without a hat in the snow. I had
thrown an old black coat over my
head and, on arriving at the mod-

e?u-
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ern school with its modern children,
tucked it under my cloak until I
reached my desk. To add to my
embarrassment the teacher asked me
if I came hatless, while I 'vas tucking it in my desk.
So it was a great boon, when my
cousin from the north made a visit
to Tennessee, in 1936, when I was
nine years old, and brought me back
with her.

''Jerks'' at Camp
Martha Finney
Perhaps it would be well to explain the significance of the word
"jerks" before proceeding further.
"Jerks" is a Girl Scout colloquialism for the daily early-morning calisthenics. Of all the institutions in a
Girl Scout camp or under the sun,
this one is to me the most distastefull.
There is one main reason for this
dislike. Consider for a moment a
typical morning at camp. The bugle
sounds, and it is necessary to report
for jerks immediately. At six-thirty
of a summer's morning the grass is
very <lewy, and consequently after
a few minutes of running and jumping about in it, not only the slippers
are wet, but also the bottoms of one's
pajama trousers. Having cold, slimy
slippers is sufficiently uncomfortable,
but to have clammy pajamas clinging to one's ankles is unbearable. In
addition to the physical discomfort,
this condition also makes it impossible
to slip back into a warm, inviting
cot for a stolen few moments of
laziness before the bugle calls for
the Colors ceremony.
F ow much more satisfying it is to
substitute in place of this ordeal a
swift plunge into Lake Erie, which
succeeds in awakening one so completely that there is no temptation
to climb back into bed.
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Through
The Years
Marie Therese Schubert
My reading library enlarged when
grade school work had begun with
the well-known additions of Robinson
Crusoe, Alice in Wonderland, Uncle
·Tom's Cabin, and Black Beauty, a
book that caused many tears to flow,
and instilled in me, as I remember,
a passionate love for horses.
As the years progressed, school
became more closely an intrinsic part
of my life. My parents were helping
and encouraging, and sets of books
were bought for reference work. They
lent whole-hearted support in any
worthy affair that had connection
with the school; their willingness to
help made me love them more than
ever before.
Experiences rather than people influenced my early years: certain
trips away from home; occasional
rides into the country, accompamed
by lovely hikes in the fall on cushioned rugs of scarlet leaves; cold but
happy hunting excursions in snowy
winters, when I carried a gun more
for ostentation than for meat for the
pantry. The physical exertion made
me feel fully alive and exuberantly
in secret communion with Nature.
My dog, on whom I tagged the
suitable name of Mutt, was a big
joy; and although his size did not
equal that of the St. Bernard whose
picture decorated one wall of my
room, I cared for him much more
than for the big brown-eyed, inert
canine. I remember especially one
when
he
played
the
occasion
role of "Mary's Little Lamb,"
and followed me to school. He did
look very gentle and subdued sitting
on the ·seat with the teacher; but too
much commotion was aroused, and
Mutt reluctantly had to depart.
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, \ fter that mirthful episode, grade
school life passed smoothly and rapidly. Graduation approached not unlike horses' hoofs on pavement and
slipped away on cats' feet, thu s ending th e first chapter of my life, a
happy carefree chapter that left in
its trail many warm remembrances
and thoughts.
Arsenal Technical high school afforded more difficult study. I majored in English, secretarial studies,
and mathematics.
English was a
pet subject, so I continued studies in
it through high school. Chemistry
and home economics v·.rere so interest~
ing and so closely connected that the
fact became apparent that I should
continue work in those subjects.
As for the works of various authors that came within reach of my
ey es during 'teen years, Poe, the
early American writer and poet, was
my favorite of favorites. I did not
entirely ag ree with Lowell when he
said:
"He has written some things quite the
best of their kind,
But the heart somehow seems all
squeezed out by the mind."

Rather than Lowell's quotation ,
the one of the English poet and
critic, Algernon Charles Swinburne,
was preferable. He said in 1872:
"Once as yet, and once only, has
there sounded out of it (America)
one pure note of original song,
worth singing, and echoed from the
singing of no other man,-a note of
song neither wide, nor deep, but
utterly true, rich, clear, and native
to the singer; the short exquisite
music, subtle and simple and sweet,
of Edgar Poe."

Acquaintanceships with very dear
friends were formed during high
school. An English teacher, Mr.
B-- W---, under whom I had a
year of English, I respected greatly.
Another worthy friend among the
teachers was Miss S---, a co1nmercial teacher, whose kindness and
encouragement were valuable gifts
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never to be forgotten. Friends oi
my age were easily acquired because
the enrollment totalled about six
thousand students.
Arsenal Technical high school had
instituted various departmental clubs
that were very good influences for
the students.
I belonged to the
Chemistry Club, the Concert Club.
the B0tany Club, and Home Econ0mics Club, all four of which gave an
additional zest to school work. The
Botany Club sponsored Saturda)·
morning hikes that were both instructive and recreational. The eager
students, usually about twelve, took
enormous lunches, and accompanied
by one or two of the Botany teachers, started tramping about lonely
count ry fields and secluded woods
where plants and birds could be seen.
Christmas vacations were joyo!tS
affa irs with great amounts of sing ing , g ift-giving, and greetings; and
I w elcomed summers because of the
r en ewed aetivities of swimming , hiking, and horseback riding. During
the summer of 1933. our family took
various small trips that I liked especially because of the peaceful quiet
of the hotel rooms where I could,
without interruption, get a magazine
and a piece of peppermint candy and
read to my heart's content.
I will always remember the summer of 1934 for its beautiful ending,
for one exhilarating summer afternoon in the latter part of August
while the sun was still casting its
warm rays over the green meadows.
Three of us were cantering briskly
at a rolling pace down a rustic country road, the steady alternate beats
of the horses' hoofs keeping rhythm.
My brother Carl, Clyde Ford, and I
wandered from the roadside into an
adjoining corn field that seemed like
a wilderness; and we explored along
the short, mud banks of a small, leisurely-flowing stream. The horses
enjoyed the adventure as much as
·we did, for they seemed to sense>
with alacrity the excitement, and to
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respond to our every direction. Yes,
it was a beautiful ending, and a compatible beginning for my senior year.
Activities by the score completed
senor year; dances, parties. and clas<>
plays. The end, or should I say commencement, came with graduation. J
was a member of the Tech Legion,
a newly installed Honorary Society,
and my name appeared on the Final
Honor Roll.
Graduation night at
the Butler fieldhouse, I may say
freely, seemed at the time to be the
climax of eleven years of school. Excitement ran wild among the graduates, yet a serious attitude prevailed.
It was the last time that I saw all of
my friends together.

The Subject

On Location
Samuel Gordon
CAMERA-Samuel Gordon bolting
a hasty breakfast and leaving his
home at almost one and the same
moment. He waits impatiently for
the street car, because of his nervous temperament and the heavy load
of books he carts under his arm.
Transferring from his first conveyance, Gordon concludes his journey
on a Butler University street car,
along with other Butler students.
Arriving at the Fairview campus, he
races for his class. (If the instance
be exceptional, and more than a few
minutes are remaining, he stops to
get a copy of the Collegian). He
then attends his classes in order;
at their termination, 11 :40 o'clock,
he goes to
the Collegian offices.
Whereupon he attempts to compose
an article or two for the paper, aspiring to be a journalist. However,
if the results to date are to be trusted, he does not do so, for the faculty
members he seeks are not there.
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Finished with his activities on and
about the campus he again boards a
trolley and departs for home.-CUT.
CAMERA-At home, Gordon, having finished his noon day meal, attacks his lessons for about ten minutes. Then he finds something to
demand his attention in the outer
world. This procedure is almost invariable, for he constantly does his
lessons in fits of energy. Time and
time again, he vows he will attack
his assignments and finish them off
in one campaign, and regularly he
renews his vow.
But before the
setting sun has been too long a reality, he will have accomplished the
necessary labors.-CUT.
CAMERA-Gordon assuming the
role of sports enthusiast. Most familiar pose-scanning the columns of
the daily sport page. Not uncommon pose-watching Butler's eleven
in action or viewing his high school
grid squad as it plays (and prays).
FLASHBACK-Gordon
perspi,ring
hugely as he plays tennis on Garfield park courts. However, the
ball never quite catches him.-·
BLACK OUT. In indoor activitiP':
he spends time manipulating tht
carved chess pieces, depending, however, on his ability to locate a fello~-•
enthusiast, who is enthusiastic at the
same time Gordon is enthusiastic.
And as fall makes its appearance, the
camera's eye gets a closeup of Gordon diligently filling out a prediction blank for the coming Saturday's
football contests. He seeks the title
advanced as prize by an alliterative
sporting editor, to-wit:
Perfect
Picker Pete. Our villain intends to
alter the diadem to read Good Guessing Gordon, when and if he gains
the heights of the Pigskin Valhalla.
-Cut (a lot).
CAMERA-Our topic as a fluttery butterfly in the social cocoon.
There "ain't" no such animal.-CUT.
CAMERA-Gordon as a worshipper at evening services in the nearby
Hebrew church. When in the mood,
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he will take time to participate in
weekday evening services. But he
rarely fails to attend Friday evening
and Saturday morning.-CUT.
CAMERA-Gordon
writing
an
English theme.

Discovering
My Surroundings
Joanne Jose
My life has been that of a normal
American girl. Father has always held
up high ideals for me and clone every
thing in his power to give me a good
education and the worthwhile things
in life.
The early training of almost every
child of the last twenty years wa.s
mine. I attended public school, experiencing the joys and sorrows of
a small child, who for the first time
in his life find s himself part of a cooperative group. It didn't take me
long to find that I was required to
do certain tasks before leaving school
for the day, and that if these things
were not done I must give up part
of my play time to complete them.
Outside of school I spent some of
my time on music lessons. I can think
of nothing more dull for a child
than to be made to sit at a piano
and hear the laughter and shouts of
those more fortunate children out
doors. But the pleasure I get now
from the piano has repaid me many
times for the hours spent in practicing.
My high school career was un'.ve~tful but the happiest part of my
life up to now. It was here that I
became interested in chemistry and
decided upon it for my profession.
This decision along with the friends
I made are the important events of

o{ that period. I know have a goal.
I haYe spent my vacations at resorts in northern Michigan, and it
was here that I learned to love an
outdoor life. I have always loved to
swim and sail. and latelY I have acquired an interest in golf apd tennis.
Besides a love for sports ruy vacations have taught me to love the
peace and beauty of the woods.
My brother has played a very small
part in my life. \Ve have been friends
always but never close companions.
The five years difference in our ages
has been just enough to separate
us. We have never been interested
in the same things until lately he
has acquired my interest in golf and
tennis. The games I have played with
him have shown me what a fine
sportsman he is and underneath the
"freshy" exterior I usually see is a
person I want to know.
l\Iothcr has always been my
friend. She is rather young and seems
like an older sister to me. It is to
her I take all my troubles and confidences. However, it has been dad
who shared my interests in sports
and chemistry. He has encouraged
me in the face of defeat and been
my greatest help in school. He approves of my choice of chemistry
although both he and mother believe that a girl's place is in the home.
What ever I do, however, I intend
to devote all my time and energy to,
and be successful.

BONERS
What could be more glorious than;
all bundled up, the cold air nipping
every place, your lungs responding
beautifully, and the blood bounding
along its way.
He was born in Putney in April, 1737,
and his ancestry is unsolved.
Grub street is where simple harmless
people work on dictionaries.
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A Half Hour With A Great Man
Margaret Duvall
Seated before a massive fireplace of these laconic statements, as I
glowing with the light of burning fag- could see that Dickens wrui engrossed
ots and cottonwood logs, I found my- in profound thoughts, which I hoped
self gazing almost intently at my sincerely, would justify such degenguest of the evening. A young man o[ erate remarks.
perhaps thirty years, Charles Dickens
"You must realize, sir," I ventured
had already experienced fame. Ter- " that we in America are initiating
minating a somewhat strenuous week a new era; we are a young, perhaps
of receptions at Boston upon his first aggressive nation, but we are ever
arrival in America in 1842, he wel- on the alert for new and higher
comed a retreat to the warmth of ideals. By living the independent life
my fireside, and I was granted a of ·which you speak, we establish
few golden moments with him be- stronger and broader foundations
fore his return trip to England.
upon which to build our future genWatching that greatest of all Eng- erations. In so doing we have mouldlish writers of the age as his dark, ed a rich heritage for ages to come;
pensive eyes rested on the embers one grown not from the iron hand of
aglow in the grate, I felt a surge of monarchs. but the hard fought efinadequacy envelop my being. Here forts and cherished hopes of the
was a man whose very life was mel- people themselves."
lowed by poverty a~cl humiliation,
After this not so much contradicby constant suffering and misfortunes. tory but explanatory retort, I waited
Once his shock of thick black hair expectantly for Dickens' reaction, and
had rested on the pallet in the deb- it was not long in coming.
tor's prison of Marshalsea, or in the
"::\'fy good fellow.'' he entreated,
squalid courts of London which he "you are more than
justified in
was prone to call his home. Yet, in launching your beloved nation on
face of all ''the never-to-be-forgot- the idealistic campaign, the like of
ten misery of that old time" above which you speak. I readily see that
anything else he wished to be back 1 am of the old school. Where we
in London again tonight.
l i \ c on the tradition and the past.
At last he broke the impending you live on the prophecies of today
silence, and a somewhat plaintive and
expectations
of
tomorro\.v.
note crept into his voice.
You'll agree with me, however, that
"In this great universe of ours, everywhere human nature remains
there is either life or mere existence. the same. Perhaps I have been disilIn England,our philosophy is to live, lusioned.''
His voice grew softly
and live abundantly, 'sans' pretense. reminiscent. and his gaze shifted to
'sans' fame, in our own realm. There the flames.
is an unwritten law of unity and
"Once in England, I met an Amersttwardship; we know suffering and ican promoter, and with his guidance
hardships, but it is sweet when shar- T invested in land lots in Cairo, Illied with the mass. In your country nois. He put before me a vision of
you know no life, you have no phil- rich. rolling plains. a flourishing
osophy ....you merely exist. You are city, and on either side a bubbling
enmeshed in a turmoil of aggression current of cool water. It was a veri.... a labyrinth to which there is no table Eden, and I placed within it a
end."
large share of my slender means.
I tried to grasp the significance Not long afterwards. strange rumors
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reached me about the true worth of
this land, so I planned to see Cairo
for myself. I came.... to find only a
struggling settlement in mud flats,
a dismal swamp, and half-built houses
rotting away .... " He drifted off into
silent - r everies, but presently resumed.
Right then, as I watched Dickens
wax strong in his vehemence, would
I have injected a contrite objection,
but some magnetic force ever held
me within its bonds. These conflicting emotions, he must have sensed,
as he turned slightly, and looked at
me admonishingly.
"Sir, I hope you will bear with me
in this abrupt manner, but the clay
from which I sprang is instilled so
within me, that it reveals itself at
times like this, and my sentiments
run havoc with my saner self.
"Again and again I find it so hard
to comprehend; I grope about for
a solution, but there seems to be no
logical sequence. As I have written
books in the light of reform, in like
manner would I be inspired by America's adoption of slavery as an institution to flaunt its ignoble theme
before the world. Myself drawn from
the thralls of poverty , I have a deep
understanding of the most morbid
humanity."
As he spoke with so much pathos
of a tragic life of which haunting
memories y et remained , the embers
of the log-fire seemed to dim, and a
pall hung over the room.
"Now," he continued, "I am on tb e
brink of life, yet I find my place in
the crowd , especially the London
crowd, I know them all in their wayward, lovabl e, comical variety."
Then, as if released from melancholy , he arose, and in the semi-darkn ess took m y none-too-steady hand.
"Forg ive me," he said, "if I have exposed you to ennui or resentment,
for I may never encumber you with
my accusations again in this country. Should I return, I shall be r em ind eel of th e generous hospitaliy

that I was once offered in your home.
Until then, I bid you a most sincere
'adieu'."
In parting, I again took his hand
and said, "Sir, you shall never know
what you have done for me tonight.
There is no means within 1'9Y narrow
life by which I could ever repay you.
I can only wish for you a safe homeward voyage, and the abundance of
success that goes to all great men."
\\'h en Charles Dickens left that
evening, I closed the door on a great
epi sode in my life. Raised in the
heart of L ondon, he learned to love
the everyday people, and they the
men in the street, will keep his memory ever aglow; to them he committed it. It is that way of accepting
mankind with a lage hearted taler·
ation and love, and even when it is
not wholly admirable, that has endeared him to the hearts of g eneration after generation of readers. He
teaches mankind the age-old lovely
lessons of the understanding heart.

Hobby Horses
Doris Goldsmith
~othing is sweeter to me than the
aroma of a stable. Perhaps it is because a horse is not a complicated
machine but a form of "nature in
the raw" that I adore.
I can neither understand why
"Tapo," my favorite horse, plays hi5
queer pranks, nor can I unravel the
rn~·ste ry of any mechanism.
ln short, my hobby is horse-back
riding . l have been an enthusiast
for many years though I learned to
rid e only a year ago. I admit that
when I went to "Peter Pan" for my
first lesson I was frightened to the
toes of my boots. But the horse I
rode, though I didn't know it, waa
fourteen years old and had corns.
I wasn't aware of these facts and
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when ''Blossom" as she was so ludicrously named, started out at a
trot, I felt as if any minute would
find me under her corns. But nay,
not having any idea that there was
any such a thing as "posting to a
trot" I continued to be "jiggled".
I got through that first hour which
left me weak with excitement and
made up my mind that I had never
had such a glorious time.
During the next few months I
almost. drove my family mad, as I
took weekly lessons and marveled
over each one for seven days afterward.
With all my lessons I still rode
"Blossom" (her corns had been removed)to the mingled amusement
and disgust of my family. Finally,
(two months ago) not being able to
bear the teasing of my family, I
called the riding master to tell him I
wished to ride another horse. Imagine my feelings w\len he said, "I
wondered when you were going to
start to ride a horse".
I went to the stable the next Sunday morning and there was "Ta po",
the most beautiful horse I had ever
seen. Four years old, a shining bay
with a beautiful neck, he was divine.
All went well until I started to
mount him. He reared and plunged,
kicked, started into the stable and
kicked over the mounting block.
Then I decided he was aptly named
"Tapo," meaning "Devil." I don't
know yet where I got the courage
to mount him but I did, and for the
first half mile I experienced the same
sensations as I had on Blossom that
first clay. I finally got on to his trot
and then followed the grandest ride
I had ever had. From that day on.
he has been my horse. When I'm at
the stable, no one else saddles him.
no one waters him and I alone feed
him his lumps of sugar.
He leaves nothing to be desired
in a horse-in fact "he's swell."
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On Being Called
Miss Soehner
Betty Lee Soehner
It is doubtful if I shall ever get
used to being called Miss Soehner.
Such liberation from the ranks of
being just another Betty is overwhelming. vVhen one is the baby of
an entire family, it is indeed a new
distinction to be honored by this
title.
Aside from being treated continually as an infant by a patronizing
sister, scarcely two years my senior, I have always had the great misfortune to look several years younger
than I am. Indeed, when I bought
my graduation dress
last
June,
the saleslady solicitously inquired,
''And is it for high school or grade
school, my clear?" So, strange as it
may seem, the form of grown up
address is balm to my wounded
sense of dignity.
When one has an older sister, introductions are made difficult. Usually, it is just Betty or, as in one
never-to-be-forgotten incident when
I was making a particular effort to
be dignified, "~vliss Soehner's sister".
Little does it matter to me that few
of my teachers can pronounce the
difficult name. I am used to that.
I will answer to almost any splut··
tering or choking on the part of the
professor as he gazes at the class
with roving eye to discover which
individual should have such a terriable appellation.
Still, it is with a distinct sense of
shock and a moment's pause before
I can summon my energy to answer "here" to that dignified, elevat ·
ed, grown-up form of address, Miss
Soehner.
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PERSONAL LETTERS
October 1, 1935
Dear Esther,
I feel as though I were writing
to a stranger. It has been so long
since I last saw and heard from you
that it would not surprise me in the
least to find that you were an old
married woman with five or six chil ·
dren, or the busy executive of some
large concern.
Or perhaps you're
still going to school. You must be
nearly ready to graduate. It seems
only yesterday that we marched
across the stage to receive our high
school diplomas. Remember how my
shoes squeaked? I never walked so
far in my life, or so it seemed. But
they were happy days.
Since those far-off days I've done
a number of things. I went to school
a semester, clerked in one of the department stores here, worked for dad,
and kept house. I've also managed
to work in a few good times. This
month I started back to school. My
brain had grown so rusty that it
fairly creaked. To use an old expression, I've been busier than a
cranberry merchant. I am working
in the registrar's office for my tuition, attending classes, studying, and
having those good times I spoke of.
You would never recognize the
family. Joe's a sophomore in high
school and has dates. I often wonder
if I acted as sophisticated and blase
as she seems to be. Junior's nearly
ready for junior high, and Betty Jane
has been in school almost three
· years. Johnny entered this fall. Mother cried a little when he started. She
said that her last baby was gone.
Daddy's hair is growing a trifle gray
around the edges, and mother gets
plumper every day.
Grandmother
can still keep up with the youngest
of us.
Now that I've told you all about
us I think it's time I heard all about
you. Does Rose still live in Albany,
and is your mother as lovely-looking
as she always was? Does Doctor

still poke around people's mouths?
And most of all, what are you doing?
Did you ever reach the much wanted
five feet, two inches? I'm waiting
to hear.
Remember me to all.
With love,
Mary Anne.
September 30, 1953.
Dear Howard,
The postmark on your letter was
a surprise to all of us, even the postman. It certainly was some jump
from Paris to Cairo! I would imagine
that the sudden change from the
gay night life of Baton Rouge to the
stygian darkness of Pharaoh's tomb
might overstrain your heart. You
must make these changes a little
more gradual, my boy. You should
also think of Julie, whose face turned
ashen upon learning that you were
in Egypt. I guess she thinks it is
a country of blood-thirsty Mohammedans who would slice off your
ears at the slightest provocation. Of
course it isn't-is it?
We were sorry to hear of your
experience with the camel, but I
guess walking isn't so bad if one
wears high boots for protection
against snakes and sand flees. I suppose you are smoking Old Golds
now.
Tell me, have you seen the pyramids yet? If you haven't, would you
have your picture taken beside one?
Julie wants it to show her friendssomething like: I came, I saw, I
conquered.
Byron wants you to write more
often as he is saving the stamps.
Every envelope is torn to shreds the
moment it arrives. If your life is
threatened at any time, or you find
yourself in a jam, just wire me and
I'll take the first boat over. In the
meantime, I don't forsake Julie for
some attractive Egyptian's daughter, and don't ride too many camels.
Your friend,
Bob.
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Family Tree
Lucille Jamieson
From the mists of the years gone
by the story of my family has revealed itself as a stirring, vivid picture of history. Ranging all the way
from English pilgrims and writers
to French nobility and Scotch clansmen, certainly few families have had
ancestors with as varied occupations
and experiences.
The English ancestry on my mother's side dates back, through her
father, to the Sherwoods of the
Sherwood forest, and was initiated
to this new America when John
Howland came over with a group
of the first pilgrim settlers. Also from
my mother's side, through her mothe1-"s family comes the royal French
blood. The harrowing fact that the
Duchess and one of her sons wa5
guillotined by the hissing Jacques
pressed the other son, after escape
was made possible, to find another
country he could call his own. Establi shing himself in southern Canada, his family spread rapidly and
gladly gave its mature years in the
service of their adopted country.
From this side of the family also
comes the distinction of having a
great, great grandfather a graduate
from Harvard, an unusual honor in
those days.
From my father·s side come two
prominent authors: Charles Reade,
whose "Cloister and the Hearth"
holds a significant place in our library, and Harold Bell Wright, who
has more recently supplied us with
seYeral American novels. On this side,
ho wever the Scotch McLeans and
.I am iesons predominated in the
earlier history with their colorful
plaids and clans of witty Scotsmen
in highland kilts. Arriving in time
to support the blue-colored infantry
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during the civil war, the McLeans
also had their part in building up the
weaving and dyeing industry in New
York state.
Many other romantic figures have
appeared in the family life. Some
worked hard on their farms and crops,
building families worthy of the nation, some speculated here and there
\\·ith mining stock such as the "Golden Fleece", but all sacrificed themselves when the bugles sounded. and
not a war note was called some o(
"the boys'' didn't answer, and then
go down.
I know it is impossible to live up
to some of the standards set by these
ancestors: honors won and deeds done
that make the best feel ashamed;
but I always hope that I will find
that I have inherited some of the
grit and fight which typify the
ideal American spirit.

BONERS
Washington
Irving's
"Rip
Van
Winkle" was not original because he
got his material from Deidrich Knickerbocker's "History of New York."
The significance of Ulysses-it gives
another side of Tennyson's mood, for
he had two.
The Lotus Eaters-story of people who
never actively do hard work but just
live from the fat of the lamb.
In the times of our grandmother, so
I am told, every man strode to become
a gentleman.
Panemonium is a place in Hyde Park
where fashionable ladies drove their
carriages round and round.
Do not take for granite what other
people tell you about a certain book.
My grandmother was a fine character,
both before and after the Civil War.

